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The Situation of the Roman Catholic Church in Rumania 
 
 It has been three years since the Rumanian government brough to life its newest 
church policy which aims to destroy the character of the 1,200,000 strong, Rumanian 
"minority" church, the Hungarian Catholic church. 
 
 After the Rumanian government banned the "Greek Catholic" Church in 1948-49 and gave 
its possessions and churches to the Byzantine rite "Orthodox Church," the Roman Catholic 
Church welcomed the abandoned Rumanian believers and offered them spiritual-intellectual 
refuge.  The Ceausescu regime has determined to revive the Greek Catholic Church, yet it 
will not return its old churches.  Instead, it attempts to force Hungarian Catholics to 
provide opportunity for the Greek rituals in their own churches, naturally at the expense 
of Hungarian-language masses. 
 
 In addition, the regime economically burdens the Roman Cathoilic Church with a 17% 
tax on each of its employees.  In the case of a 5,000 member congregation where there are 
4 employees -- a priest, an associate priest, a cantor and a sexton -- this amounts to at 
least 40,000 lei.  Under present conditions a congregation is barely, if at all, able to 
pay this amount.  The Rumanian Orthodox Church is exempt from this tax. 
 
 The regime has also limited the training of priests and auxiliary staff:  at the 
begining of the 1980's, 30 individuals graduated from the  Hungarian-language Catholic 
theology in Gyulafehérvár (Alba Iulia), but totay barely 15 graduate.  Similarly, cantor 
training is restricted:  only 8 individuals were admitted.  Naturally, this creates acute 
shortages of priests, which Bucharest alleviates with newly trained Rumanian priests.  
This happened recently in Naszód (Nasaud), where the priest denied Hungarian-language 
masses for months. 
 
 Despite all this, a high number of Hungarian Catholics belong to parishes;  in the 
Székely region the percentage is between 60 and 90.  Even in the Partium area [Arad, Bihar 
(Bihor), Szatmár (Satumare) counties], the percentage is at least 30-40.  These 
percentages continue to grow despite the official nationalistic-atheistic propaganda. 
 
 Of course, the security and Party organs try to slow down this process:  They harass 
conscientious priests, threaten parents and children.  They have prohibited the Bishop of 
Gyulafehérvár from working out a new curriculum;  the last catechismal curriculum was 
issued by Bishop !ron Márton in the 1970's.  The supply of books is also bad:  The regime 
does not allow the publication of Bibles, theological books, catechismals;  and the border 
officials ensure that none enter the country from either Hungary or the West. 
                                                                           




